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your head like Sadio and subscribe to the Liverpool FC newsletter Sign me up Thank you for subscribing We have more
newsletters Show me See our privacy notice Invalid Email Rafa Benitez's car collided with a bin at a Spaniard's house in

Liverpool as he turned to wave at the coach behind him. The controversial manager was one of five passengers to get out of the
vehicle that hit the bin near the home of Ruben Gonzalez Vaca. The coach behind Benitez was on his way to Anfield, and had
been flagged down by the Spaniard. At around the same time Benitez, who has had to pick up the pieces following the sacking
of boss Juergen Klopp at Anfield, was seen climbing out of his car. A man wearing a Newcastle scarf was in the passenger seat

of the vehicle with Benitez. (Image: Liverpool Echo) The collision took place at an industrial estate in Caldy, Cheshire.
Gonzalez Vaca said: “Rafa was stopping to wave at us. “He said ‘I think my car is broken’, but it wasn’t. “We were all waving at

him, just as friendly as you can be, so we didn’t know he had his hands full. “It was just a bin sitting on the road. “It wasn’t a
very big accident, but it was something to be careful of.” Gonzalez Vaca added that 82157476af
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